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Abstract 

This paper aims at assessing of weld defects in standard petroleum pipelines by using shearography method. 
Shearography technique reveals the stress-affected zone due to additional loading that can be realized by the 
laser speckle correlation on the inspected object. In this study, the artificial defects in weld pipeline is modeled 
by creating root concavity and undercut defects of different location and sizes. An internal air pressure was 
exerted to the 7mm thick pipe wall. The results show that change of internal pressure is an effective means to 
reveal defects activity in the weld pipelines. The speckle correlation for root concavity and undercut defect with 
∆P≥0.24MPa can clearly be observed. For comparison, the radiography technique is used to correlate the 
shape and size of the defects and finally to detect the location of defects in weld area. 

Abstrak 

Kajian ini adalah tertumpu kepada ujian kecacatan pada bahagian kimpalan saluran paip standard petroleum 
dengan menggunakan kaedah shearography. Shearography adalah teknik bagi mengesan bahagian tegasan 
yang terjejas akibat kecacatan atau kelesuan apabila bebanan yang dikenakan pada bahan yang diuji. Dalam 
kajian ini, sampel standard saluran petroleum telah difabrikasi dengan kecacatan root concavity dan undercut 
dalam kimpalan pada lokasi dan saiz yang berbeza . Tekanan udara dalaman dikenakan ke dalam saluran paip 
yang ketebalan 7mm ini. Kajian menunjukkan perubahan tekanan yang diberikan dalam saluran paip adalah 
merupakan mekanisme yang sesuai bagi mengesan kawasan kecacatan pada kimpalan paip. Pemerhatian 
menunjukkan ∆P≥0.24MPa mewujudkan korelasi butiran laser pada kecacatan root concavity dan undercut. 
Sebagai perbandingan, teknik radiografi digunakan untuk melihat hubungkait bentuk dan saiz kecacatan serta 
melihat kedudukan lokasi kecacatan dalam kimpalan paip.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Shearography is a highly sensitive integral measuring technique to record deformation and strain 
concentrations on the surface of components. Shearography can be used for fast and nondestructive 
inspection of large components, because local defects in components generally cause little additional 
strain on its surface [Hung 1999], This paper deals with the application of shearography to 
nondestructive inspection of the petroleum pipeline. The principle is based on measuring the weld 
surface deformation of the pipe to be inspected by variation of the pressure inside the piping. 

 

THEORETICAL PHASE ANALYSIS IN SHEAROGRAPHY 
 
Regardless the nature of wavefront illumination, the mathematical description used [Hung 1982] for 
analysis of the optical phase data ∆ produced by the interferometer, which was identified as being 
applicable to Michelon or wedge based speckle shearing interferometer is given by:  

 
 (1)  

                      
  

  



Where λ is the laser wavelength, θ is the angle of illumination, ∂w/∂x and ∂u/∂x represent the out-of-
plane and in-plane first-order displacement derivative, and δx is the extended of the lateral shear 
applied to the interferometer.  

Recent studies [Wan Abdullah W S 2001] shown that Equation 1 is only valid at one point on 
the optical axis of illuminated object whereas optical phase error associated with curvature of 
illumination and imaging angle could be introduced. Rewrite the Equation 1 with considering 
divergence illumination and imaging angle is given by:       

 (2)   
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From Equation 2 the inclination angle β depends on the illuminated object diameter and the distance 
from expanding lens to the object surface where as the imaging angle ς is the angle  measured at the 
edge of illuminated object.   

APPLICATION IN PIPELINE INSPECTION 

Shearography is based on the comparison of two states of deformation in the test object [Ettemeyer A 
1996]. The sheared speckle pattern on the object surface before deformation is compared to the shared 
speckle pattern after deformation. Ideally, it is desirable to impose stresses similar to the stress state 
found in service. If components under testing are loaded in a stress mode similar to the actual one 
experience in service, shearography can be used to reveal critical flaw only.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Principle of shearographic pipeline inspection. 
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In weld pipeline inspection, shearography will show the effect of a local strain concentration due to 
mechanical loading if a defect causes, on the visible weld surface of this component. The petroleum 
weld pipeline to be inspected is loaded with inner pressure change. The weld pipeline will expand 
only by some micrometres. In the areas with a weld wall caused by defect, the weld of the pipeline is 
deformed by the pressure more than in areas without defects (see Figure. 1, state 1 and state 2). 

 The difference between a loaded and unloaded state provides information about the deformation of 
the weld of the pipeline. The deformation gradient is obtained by deriving the deformation curve in 
the axis of the pipeline. It indicates the respective area of strain concentration of the defect. 

In order to measure the expansion of the weld pipeline, the area to be inspected is illuminated with 
laser light. An image of the pipe is recorded by ccd camera and stored as a master image on an image 
processing computer. All following video images are subtracted in video real time from this master 
image and the result of the deformation gradients on the surface of the pipeline caused by the pressure 
variation are shown on the screen monitor in the form of bright and dark fringes and spots. They 
correspond to iso-strain lines, e.g. a local strain concentration will produce a typical fringe pattern as 
shown on the far right of Figure 1. 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

In this experiment, two sets of NDT technique were used to inspect the weld in pipeline with include 
root concavity locate inside (root) of weld and undercut locate outside (cap) of weld area. The first 
technique is X-ray radiography technique with 160KV was used for inspection the weld pipeline. The 
radiography technique was used to validate the area of the part defect in weld pipeline before proceed 
with the laser shearography test. The result shows root concavity and undercut defects were 
successfully detected using the radiography test.  Figures 2.1 and 2.2 shows the result from 
conventional radiographic film where the obvious difference density between those results of each 
image. The densitity of film is high at the root concavity area with indicate high of wall lost during 
welding process. In radiography test, the measuring tape was attached at a long side of weld to mark 
the location of these defects. The result shows that the location of root concavity is 30mm and 
undercut is 360mm from the datum. 

 

                      

                      Figure 2.1: Root Concavity.                                         Figure 2.2: Undercut 

In second experiment, laser shearography was used to inspect the weld pipeline. Figure 3.1 shows the 
set-up laser shearography system. The shearography system are include with high data acquisition 
workstation, high speed and low signal to noise ratio CCD camera. Figure 4.2 shows the weld pipeline 
that coated by white developer to improve image enhancement. 
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Figure 3.1: System setup diagram for digital shearography system 

 

                 

      Figure 4.1 : Weld Pipeline                                            Figure 4.2 : Weld Pipeline with White Coated 

In Shearography test, the horizontal shearing amount of 10mm was applied. The stress mechanism 
was applied into pipeline using air pressure at about 0.7 MPa.  The fringe pattern are appear when the 
air pressure were release from pipeline.  The air pressure chance at each defects location are 
investigate when the fringe are clearly appear. The experimental result are shown that the fringe 
patterns at defects location of root concavity and undercut are appeared at ∆P = 0.24 MPa  

The shearography results for the deformation of root concavity and undercut in the weld pipeline 
are shown in Figure 5 and 6. The welds show the fringe patterns obtained by the applied step voltages 
of 2.2V for 0 , 4.4V for 2π ,  6.6V for π and 8.8V for 23π . 

          
         (a)                                         (b)                                       (c)                                        (d) 

Figure 5: Fringe pattern obtained from root concavity defect by shearography for a)0 , b) 2π , c) π , and d) 
23π  

 
 



 

          

       (a)                                         (b)                                       (c)                                        (d) 
Figure 6: Fringe pattern obtained from undercut defect by digital shearography for a)0 , b) 2π , c) π , and d) 

23π  

The consecutive wrapped phase representation of the displacement-derivative from the obtained 
fringe patterns is shown in Figure 8 and 9. The weld evidently show a stress concentration indication 
due to the presence of root concavity and undercut. This relatively high stress concentration is due to 
the higher expansion of the weld that include of root concavity and undercut defects compared to the 
normal with the applied stress.  

The stress concentration of undercut is high compared to root concavity because undercut occur on 
outside (cap) of weld pipeline and it reduces the cross-sectional thickness of the base metal and which 
reduces the strength of the weld and parent metal (pipeline). Due to the unsmooth condition of the 
weld surface, a smeared effect of the stress distribution can be observed with the obtained weld. 
However, as the strain concentration indication is obvious in the weld, the presence of the root 
concavity and undercut can be instantaneously identified.  

 
Figure 7: Consecutive wrapped phase representation of the displacement-derivative at the root concavity weld  

surface 

 



 
Figure 8: Consecutive wrapped phase representation of the displacement-derivative at the undercut weld  

surface 

 

CONCLUSION 

Two techniques of NDT are used to inspect the oil and gas weld pipeline. In this experiment the result 
from radiography is validated. The results are correlate to the location of the the location of root 
concavity and undercut in weld pipeline. For the laser shearography result, it has been shown that this 
technique has potential application for nondestructive inspection of root concavity and undercut in 
weld steel petroleum pipelines. Shearography shows that the stress concentration of undercut is high 
compared to root concavity because undercut occur on outside(cap) of weld pipeline and it reduces 
the cross-sectional thickness of the base metal and which reduces the strength of the weld and parent 
metal (pipeline). It had been shown experimentally that the fringe pattern are clearly appeared of root 
concavity and undercut defect with ∆P≥0.24MPa can clearly be observed weld pipeline. Studies by 
others indicate that this method provide high sensitivity, high inspection speed, the integral measuring 
technique and suitable for different type of defect in solid material. 
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